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Introduction: Earth’s atmosphere is regarded as the major terrestrial noble gas reservoir [1] and is assumed to 

have inherited its present-day elemental and isotopic signatures from mantle degassing, meteoritic additions and 

fractionation processes during Earth’s early history [1-4]. Compared to “solar” abundances all terrestrial noble gases 

are depleted by several orders of magnitude with the lightest elements (He, Ne) showing the strongest depletion. The 

relative enrichment of heavy gases, which is common to the terrestrial planets and meteorites, is termed “planetary” 

composition [5]. The planetary composition of Earth’s atmosphere also includes Ne isotopes with 
20

Ne/
22

Ne=9.8, 

whereas the mantle rather resembles the solar wind (SW) implanted Ne-B in meteorites [6] (
20

Ne/
22

Ne~12.5-12.7). 

A popular model to explain the terrestrial noble gas systematics is based on hydrodynamic escape of a gravita-

tionally captured dense solar nebula and subsequent planetary degassing [3]. Insolation of this solar-type atmosphere 

prevents effective radiative heat loss, induces melting of the underlying Earth and dissolution of solar gases into a 

magma ocean [7]. This view requires growth of the proto-Earth to appreciable size before solar gas dissipation, i.e. 

during disk lifetime of ~6 Ma [8]. However, timescales for terrestrial planet formation are ~30–100 Ma [9], equiva-

lent with main accretion happening after solar nebula dissipation [10]. This allows implantation of high amounts of 

SW-gases into objects with high surface/volume ratios in regions that are cleared from gas. Accretion of these ob-

jects to form proto-Earth supplies sufficient solar gases to Earth’s interior without necessity for a captured nebula. 

Despite micrometeorites (MMs) are currently dominating the extraterrestrial flux to Earth [11] and are constantly 

produced through collisions [12], planetary accretion has almost exclusively been simulated by accretion of plane-

tesimal-sized bodies [9]. No specific consideration has been given to cosmic dust, including MMs and IDPs. As He 

and Ne in MMs and IDPs are dominated by SW-isotopic ratios [13], implanted Ne-B has to be considered as a sig-

nificant source of the terrestrial noble gases. Indeed, cosmic dust with large surface/volume ratios may have been of 

essential importance before formation of the Earth was terminated as the protoplanetary disk was still dust rich [14]. 

Model approach: We combined different particle flux models [15-18] to constrain the terrestrial influx for solid 

matter ranging from 10
-16

g–10
25

g objects. By compiling available Ne data of MMs and IDPs [19-29] we find an 

unambiguous trend towards higher solar Ne concentrations in progressively smaller particles. The annual particle 

flux as well as the size and mass dependent Ne concentrations allow to calculate the respective Ne flux to Earth. 

After scaling for early accretionary fluxes, these data were used as basic input parameters for our volatile acquisition 

model that takes into account volatile loss of accreting objects into the protoatmosphere, effects of heating by a 

steam atmosphere and development of a magma ocean. 

Results and conclusions: According to our compilation, which reveals that high Ne concentrations correlate 

with low particle masses and high surface/volume ratios, we find that the maximum Ne-flux to Earth is delivered by 

IDPs of ~10 µm size. We conclude that a significant contribution of SW-irradiated cosmic dust during terrestrial 

accretion can possibly explain the solar noble gas inventory of Earth´s mantle. 
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